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INTRODUCTION
The drug detailer, a common sight to all hospitals, has often been the subject of controversy. Many pharmacy managers are concerned about the potential negative effects of drug detailers on physicians’ prescribing and the possible disruption of the workings of the pharmacy department. Thus, in order to deal with these issues, some hospitals have found it necessary to implement policies to guide the handling and the conduct of pharmaceutical service representatives. Some of these policies have been published in the literature and may prove to be useful in the development of policies in other hospitals. This article is intended to provide background reading on drug detailing by summarizing relevant literature and published policies. From this review, suggestions may then be offered toward the development of policies in individual hospitals.

DISCUSSION
Drug detailers, also known as detail men, pharmaceutical sales representatives (PSR), and medical service representatives, are sales personnel employed by pharmaceutical manufacturers to promote their products to healthcare professionals. Traditionally their job has involved taking drug orders and product returns, speaking with physicians and pharmacists about their products (i.e., detailing, from which they get their name), setting up exhibits in hospitals, and sampling. Recently, however, there has been increasing emphasis on detailers as a potential source of new drug information or continuing education.1-3 Crane et al.2 outlined four main functions of PSRs which included: customer services, professional services, cost containment information, and research support.

Initially pharmacists were often recruited by pharmaceutical manufacturers to perform this role, however, this is no longer the case. Although the recruit is typically a graduate of a science-related field, actual training for the job often consists of two to four weeks of specific training, followed by field experience.1-4 An accreditation course available from the Council for the Accreditation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Representatives of Canada also exists which, after a year of correspondence study, yields an accredited Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Representative (APMR).5 In 1983, about half of manufacturers’ promotion budgets, an estimated $115 million, was spent on Canada’s 2500 detailers, costing about $80 per visit.5,6 Other estimates place the figure as high as 70% of all promotional expenditures.7 In 1987, corresponding estimates approached $220 million, or approximately $100 per visit.5,7 Added to that is the cost of samples estimated at over $18 million.5,6 In addition to the financial attention received, some drug advertising magazines consider detailers important enough to be the standard index against which to compare newer modes of advertising.9 It appears that the sales representative is the main tool for pharmaceuticals promotion in North America.5,6,10

Regardless of how important and professional PSRs are claimed to be by the pharmaceutical manufacturers, most of the literature regarding PSRs expresses strong concerns.5-7,11-15 Certainly, there would be skepticism towards the credibility of an article extolling the virtues of detail men, no matter how sincere the underlying sentiment. In fact, there seems to be considerable controversy surrounding drug detailing, and it is important to examine the issue from both points of view more closely.

Industry’s Position
First, one must consider the point of view of the pharmaceutical industry. The Pharmaceutical Manufacturers’ Association of Canada (PMAC) claims that the pharmaceutical industry is the victim of a bad public
image and objects to the characterization of PSRs as being slick salesmen who trick physicians into prescribing medications without thinking of the best interests of the patients. While some companies may choose other options, the majority of drug companies are tending towards a professional role (along with its attendant professional conduct) for their representatives. Of primary interest is the PMAC Code of Marketing Practices, which was updated, formalized, and published recently. Industry points to several pharmacy, medical, academic, and governmental (i.e., non-industry) bodies that assisted in this task of defining “how industry should operate in an ethical manner.” In its declarations about pharmaceutical sales representatives, PMAC directs its representatives to “display the highest professional and ethical standards at all times, as reflected by their conduct and appearance” and to “provide full and factual information on products, without misinterpretation or exaggerations.”

Companies in the Association (PMAC) are responsible for all of their representatives. Any inappropriate activities of a representative can be brought to the attention of PMAC to undergo a complaint review process. If a complaint is lodged against the company, it is investigated by a committee of marketing people that makes a decision. This decision may be appealed to a group of three referees (one referee is chosen by each side and one is mutually agreed upon) for a final decision. If the decision is against the company, it is ordered to desist. Persistent disregard of this order may result in expulsion from the association, although such action has not yet occurred in Canada. In Britain, at least one firm has been suspended over actions of its representatives.

Industry also points to their annual APMR course. Although not a requirement of most pharmaceutical firms, many encourage participation in the program. Essentially, the stated purpose of the course is to take steps towards establishing minimum standards for PSR. The curriculum includes health-related subjects such as anatomy, physiology, and pharmacology geared to help adequately prepare the representative to more intelligently converse with health-care professionals. Knowledge is assessed at the examination in May, which is held at a “university setting”, and a grade of at least 75% is required to pass. Beyond this program there are nine smaller, more specialized courses that deal with upgrading the knowledge base in fields such as cardiovascular drugs, antibiotics, and renal drugs. Thus, the view of the pharmaceutical industry is that their representatives constitute a group of well educated and highly trained professionals who provide a valuable service to their clients.

The Critics’ Position
Essentially, the main concerns that critics of the drug industry have regarding PSRs involve lack of qualifications to provide drug information, the accuracy of such information, the potentially strong bias and lack of controls on such information, and a perceived detrimental effect on prescribing. Despite the industry’s position that their PSRs provide professional service, Hemminki and Pesonen have produced evidence that pharmaceutical firms regard detailing as a sales activity. Eastman has documented cases of extreme pressure by companies on their PSRs to sell drugs to physicians and pharmacists. Thus, there is a great potential for conflict between roles as information provider and salesperson.

It seems that despite their stated disapproval of reliance on manufacturer-provided drug information and believing themselves largely “untouched by the seductive ways of industry marketing men”, health professionals do listen to detailers, whether it be for a relaxing break from a hectic routine or for actual drug information. Actually PSRs appear to be an important source of awareness and interest in new drugs. They are also a major source of new drug information, and have a substantial impact on physician prescribing. Avorn et al. showed that physicians relied heavily on PSRs and pharmaceutical advertisements for information, some of which was inaccurate or invalid. Hemminki demonstrated that the information provided by detailers was very biased, always presenting their product as the drug of choice. Seldom were adverse drug reactions or reasonable alternatives discussed, resulting in a lack of balance in presentation. A review by Herman and Rodowskas concluded that commercial sources of drug information for physicians outnumbered all other sources from 1:1:1 to 3:1. Haayer conducted a study that demonstrated that the rationality of prescribing was negatively correlated with reliance on the industry for drug information.

Despite the heavy influence that detailing has on physicians prescribing habits, it would not be an issue if PSRs were seen as a benign, educational, unbiased source of information. Critics of the pharmaceutical industry, however, do not find this to be the case. In several articles and in his book, The Real Pushers, Lexchin recounts numerous accumulated instances of willful deceit and misconduct on the part of pharmaceutical representatives, as well as in drug advertising in general. In fact, Lexchin goes as far as to conclude that doctors should not see...
Pharmacists have also become incensed towards the journal advertisements recommending physicians to indicate "dispense as written" on prescriptions.\textsuperscript{11} Those authors urged pharmacists to inform PSRs of their strong opposition to these advertising practices that were considered an infringement on the pharmacist's role. Miller et al.\textsuperscript{12} cited cases of direct pressure by PSRs for formulary status for their products in exchange for financial support for dubious clinical studies, provision of visiting speakers, or for publication of a journal.

Other authors have also concluded that industry is less than ethical, and one article lists as one of seven "principles of irrational drug therapy" to be relying on professional sales representatives as the "best source of information on side effects". The authors continue as they quote a former pharmaceutical company medical director saying that "detail men are either shrewd salesmen or shrewd businessmen, never philanthropists...they make investments, not gifts." They even charge that "it is a standard operating procedure for drug manufacturers to suppress reports on the toxicity of their products as long as they can get away with it."\textsuperscript{13}

There have been surveys done in the US to determine the attitudes and opinions of pharmacists and hospital pharmacy directors towards PSRs. Pharmacy Times has been conducting a survey in the US for more than thirty years. The major findings appear to be that: 1. more chief pharmacists feel that PSRs take too much of their time; 2. more chief pharmacists report that PSRs often "tie up" their pharmacy staff; 3. more chief pharmacists state that PSRs use pressure in detailing them.\textsuperscript{34-36} Santell et al.\textsuperscript{37} conducted a national survey of US hospitals. A majority of directors (61\%) indicated that PSRs met the hospital's needs less than 60\% of the time.

**Policy Development**

Critics' objections notwithstanding, it seems doubtful that the pharmaceutical industry will abandon the practice of detailing hospitals. Yet, because of the perceived potential negative impact that could arise from drug detailing, the matter should be addressed. In that way, PSRs could function compatibly within the operations of the hospital rather than continue in an adversarial relationship. Thus, it would seem worthwhile to consider developing a PSRs policy, not only to control behaviour, but to also draw on the potential positive resource the PSRs can represent.\textsuperscript{2} In that way, all parties could benefit from the relationship.

In 1985, Thomas\textsuperscript{38} conducted a survey of American hospital policies on pharmaceutical sales representatives. Although two-thirds of the hospitals had formal, written policies, many of those policies had been adopted quite recently. Several hospitals without written policies indicated a desire to undertake their development in the next two years, thus continuing the trend. In the meanwhile, most hospitals were in the practice of oral orientation of PSRs possibly accompanied by written formal or informal guidelines.

According to Thomas's survey, in the majority of hospitals it is mostly the pharmacy director who is responsible for determining the scope of PSRs activities. The Pharmacy and Therapeutics committees, medical-staff committees, and purchasing directors sometimes assist. However, when it comes to handling PSRs violations, the pharmacy director is usually solely responsible, without participation of the committees and other staff.\textsuperscript{38}

For the American hospital, there was only moderate satisfaction with
the developed policies. In the future, it is expected that there will be stricter regulations on persons, products, and areas of the hospital allowed to be detailed and sampled.38,39 Published information on PSRs policies in Canadian hospitals is lacking.

There are some guidelines for handling PSRs provided in the literature. Referring to the American hospital survey,38 the following summarizes what pharmacy directors regarded as the most useful and the most annoying PSRs activities, as well as new services that they would like to receive in the future. Useful activities performed by PSRs included: returning goods and issuing credits; product information, especially about new drugs, as well as seminars, continuing education, and in-service education programs. In-service education programs and the sponsoring of guest speakers were the most requested new services for those hospitals not yet receiving them.39 Among the activities directors wanted discontinued were: excessive sampling, pressure selling, overselling, biased information, and semitruths and detailing nonformulary, unstocked drugs.

McGhan et al.40 published results from a survey which indicated that while directors tended to receive monthly visits and staff pharmacists received weekly visits, all hospital pharmacists preferred monthly detailing visits. It also showed that disseminating drug information was the most important and most utilized function of a medical service representative. In fact, PSRs were the third ranked source of drug information, surpassing seminars and professional colleagues. Even with such support, most clinical pharmacists responded that PSRs left them insufficiently informed, and wanted more information from them.40

The most complete PSRs policy package was described by Willcox et al.41 The package was developed by the pharmacy services staff of a large American teaching hospital. They established a three-part program to monitor the activities of hospital PSRs consisting of: written procedures regulating the activities within the hospital, a formalized orientation program for PSRs new to the hospital and quarterly PSRs committee meetings.

The written policies entailed many elements similar to those discussed above. Representatives were required to make appointments, check in at the appropriate reception desk in the pharmacy department, avoid patient care areas at all times, and upon leaving, to sign out, surrender the identification badge, and leave the hospital promptly. In addition, a mailbox was provided for representatives to facilitate sending messages. The allowable frequency of visits was set at once per week to twice monthly. Representatives were allowed access to various members of the pharmacy staff such as directors and drug information pharmacists on an appointment basis, but were prohibited from interacting with other pharmacists while they were on duty. Additionally, a request was made that all new and revised drug information, as well as research articles, be made available to the drug information centre by the representative.41

An orientation program was designed to acquaint the PSRs to the physical facilities and to the policies of both the pharmacy and medical department. The representatives were provided with an orientation package that included, among other things a welcoming letter, route map and guide to the hospital; a hospital fact sheet, a statement of the philosophy and objectives of the pharmacy department; a pharmacy department catalogue; an organizational chart of pharmacy services and personnel; a copy of the pharmacy newsletter; a copy of the PSRs visitation register; and a copy of PSRs rules, regulations, policies, and procedures.41

To achieve direct communication with all PSRs, quarterly meetings of all PSRs with the pharmacy director were arranged. This arrangement permitted direct communication of hospital policies to all PSRs in an open forum format. This practice met with a high degree of enthusiasm and appears to have helped to improve the success of the program.41

Also mentioned were projects to help increase the drug information role of the PSRs. An annual two-day drug fair sponsored by the departments of pharmacy and nursing was an example of such an educational endeavor. That fair gave the PSRs an opportunity to present product displays and to discuss these products with the healthcare staff. Also, PSRs-sponsored "medical information dialogues" were implemented as continuing education for medical staff. In that forum, the PSRs arranged several tables of specialty medical experts, with which the attending medical staff could interact and update their knowledge base. Both programs seemed to have been well-received, and the representatives' participation was well recognized and appreciated.41

Not all hospitals have found it necessary to adopt such a comprehensive policy. A British hospital reported a high level of success in the establishment of a simple six-point code in helping them analyze PSRs activities. Representatives were asked to register all visits in a visiting book at a reception desk where they could also obtain information such as staff lists, the hospital formulary, contact names for contract negotiations, and policy statements regarding the promotion of
new drugs. Prior appointments were preferred whenever a PSRs visited. It was stated that all drug supplies were to be arranged through pharmacy. The representatives were also asked to wear identification badges, to avoid entering clinical areas without written permission, and to respect the drug use policies of the hospital.

**CONCLUSION**

Each hospital must first determine whether a drug detailing policy should be implemented in that institution. A survey of pharmacy and medical staff could be a valuable method of needs assessment. If a problem is identified or dissatisfaction exists between the hospital staff and the PSRs, it would be useful to first identify the reasons for dissatisfaction. Alternatively, the pharmacy department may simply want more service from the representative, such as more inservice training, medical dialogues, or even drug fairs. Thus, department needs should be balanced with demands made upon PSRs and the companies they represent. Regardless of which needs are addressed and incorporated into the policy, the policy’s effectiveness must be evaluated. Followup and policy adjustment are strongly recommended.

Because Canada has considerably less information concerning PSRs policy than the US, a survey would be appropriate to provide such information. Further recommendations or specific details concerning the actual content of PSRs policies could perhaps be made following such a survey.
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